MAHARSHI DAYANAND UNIVERSITY ROHTAK.

NOTIFICATION

It is notified for the information of all concerned that on administrative grounds, the Examinations of the following courses through Distance Education Mode, scheduled w.e.f. 22.11.2012 at Centre No. 2094- AIJHM College, Rohtak, Block- III and 2096- G.B .Degree College, Rohtak Block- I are hereby postponed till further order:-

1. Bachelor of Journalism and Mass Communication (BJMC).
2. PG Diploma in Public Relations & Multimedia Mgt. (PGDIPR & MM).
3. PG Diploma in Public Relations & Advertising Mgt. (PGDIPR & AD)
4. B.Sc. Interior Design.
5. PG Diploma in Corporate and Industrial Security Management.

The new Date-Sheets of these Examinations will be notified shortly.

CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS.